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NLP Technical Development for past 10 years
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Feature Engineering
- Hand-crafted features
- SVM/CRF training

- 2015 2013 - 2015

Architecture Engineering
- Neural nets, e.g., LSTM, CNN, GRU
- features from Word2Vec, GloVe

2017 - present

Objective Engineering
- Pre-training and fine-tuning
- BERT, GPT2, T5

Prompt Engineering
- Prompting with LMs
- GPT3, PaLM, DALLE2

2019 - present



What is Prompting？

❑ Very large language models seem to perform some kind of learning without gradient 
steps simply from examples you provide within their contexts.

❑ Encouraging a pre-trained model to make particular predictions by providing a 
"prompt" specifying the task to be done
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Pre-train, Prompt, and Predict (Liu et al., 2021)



Pretrained model choice
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Decoders

Encoders

Encoder-
Decoders

(default) Transformer, T5, BART

BERT, RoBERTa

GPT-2, GPT-3, LaMDA
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Traditional vs Prompt formulation
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Traditional vs Prompt formulation
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How to define a suitable 
prompt template?



Shape of prompts

❑ Cloze Prompt 
o prompt with a slot [z] to fill in the middle of the text, 
o Encoder models trained by MLM objective, e.g., 

BERT
o LAMA, TemplateNER

❑ Prefix Prompt 
o prompt where the input text comes entirely before 

slot [z]
o Decoder models  trained by LM objective, e.g., GPT3
o Prefix-turning, Prompt-tuning
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I love this movie. Overall 
it was a [z] movie

I love this movie. Overall 
this movie is [z]



Design of Prompt Templates

❑Hand-crafted 
o Configure the manual template based on the characteristics of the 

task 
o GPT3, LAMA

❑ Automated search 
o Search in discrete space, e.g., AdvTrigger, AutoPrompt
o Search in continuous space, e.g., Prefix-turning, Prompt-tuning
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Prompt Mining (Jiang et al. 2019)

❑Mine prompts given a set of questions/answers:

Middle-word

Dependency-based
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Prompt Paraphrasing (Jiang et al. 2019)

❑Paraphrase an existing prompt to get other candidates 
e.g. back translation with beam search
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Gradient-based Search (Shin et al. 2020)

❑ Automatically optimize arbitrary prompts based on existing words
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Sub-optimal and sensitive discrete/hard prompts

❑ Discrete/hard prompts 
o natural language instructions/task descriptions

❑ Problems 
o requiring domain expertise/understanding of the model’s inner workings 
o performance still lags far behind SotA model tuning results 
o sub-optimal and sensitive 

prompts that humans consider reasonable is not necessarily effective for language 
models (Liu et al., 2021) 
pre-trained language models are sensitive to the choice of prompts (Zhao et al., 2021)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.10385.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.09690.pdf


Prefix/Prompt Tuning (Li and Liang 2021, Lester et al. 2021)

❑ Optimize the embeddings of a prompt, instead of the words
❑ "Prompt Tuning" optimizes only the embedding layer, while "Prefix 

Tuning" optimizes prefix of all layers
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Traditional vs Prompt formulation
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We have reformulated the 
task! We also should re-define 
the “ground truth labels”



Traditional vs Prompt formulation
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Shape of answers
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Token

Token 
or Span

Sentences



Search of Answer

❑ Discrete search space
o Answer Paraphrasing 

start with an initial answer space, then use paraphrasing to expand this answer space 
o Prune-then-Search 

an initial pruned answer space of several plausible answers is generated 
an algorithm further searches over this pruned space to select a final set of answers 

o Label Decomposition 
decompose each relation label into its constituent words and use them as an answer 
city_of_death => {person, city, death}

❑ Continuous search space
o Core idea: assign a virtual token for each class label and optimize the token embedding for 

each label
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Multi-prompt learning
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Prompt Ensembling
❑ Definition 

o using multiple unanswered prompts for an input 
at inference time to make predictions 

❑ Advantages 
o Utilize complementary advantages 
o Alleviate the cost of prompt engineering 
o Stabilize performance on downstream tasks

❑ Aggregation methods:
o Uniform Averaging 
o Weighted Averaging 
o Majority Voting
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Prompt Augmentation

❑Definition 
o Help the model answer the prompt that 

is currently being answered by 
additional answered prompts 

❑ Advantage 
o make use of the small amount of 

information that has been annotated 
❑Core step 

o Selection of answered prompts 
o Ordering of answered prompts
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Prompt-based Training Strategies

❑Data Perspective 
o How many training samples are used? 

Zero-shot: without any explicit training of the LM for the downstream task 
Few-shot: few training samples (e.g., 1-100) of downstream tasks 
Full-data: lots of training samples (e.g., 10K) of downstream tasks

❑ Parameter Perspective 
o Whether/How are parameters updated?
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Prompt-based training: Parameter Perspective 
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Too many, difficult to select?
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Next

❑HW2 will be released tonight (or tomorrow)! 
❑Next lectures on 

o Advanced Search Algorithms (Nov 1)
o CNNs, Recursive Nets, Trees (Nov 3)
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Google’s Imagen
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https://imagen.research.google/
Photorealistic Text-to-Image Diffusion Models with Deep Language Understanding

https://imagen.research.google/
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https://twitter.com/Varunufi/status/1572051483809685504/photo/3
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https://redd.it/xhuybw
“Boris Johnson in Kingdom Hearts 3”

https://t.co/xuvuzxHEmm
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https://twitter.com/sergeyglkn/status/1571838326176358400 https://twitter.com/StrangeNative/status/1569700294673702912

https://twitter.com/sergeyglkn/status/1571838326176358400
https://twitter.com/StrangeNative/status/1569700294673702912
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https://twitter.com/karenxcheng/status/1564626773001719813

https://twitter.com/karenxcheng/status/1564626773001719813
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A teddy bear painting a portrait

https://makeavideo.studio/Make-A-Video: Text-to-Video Generation without Text-Video Data

A dog wearing a Superhero outfit 
with red cape flying through the sky

An artists brush painting 
on a canvas close up

Horse drinking water

Hyper-realistic spaceship 
landing on mars


